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Structural-X monitoring platform
A rugged hardware and software solution for
structural health monitoring: static and dynamic

S

tructural-X platform is a complete hardware-software
structural health monitoring solution that allows to
quickly define parameters configuration and sensors
type, easy set data acquisition information, get data from
sensors with different kinds of visualization, process
data with professional structural analysis libraries, log
data or send relevant information to clients via internet.
The platform allows multiple and mixable sensors
acquisition using the on board signal conditioning
accelerometer, strain/load cell, tilt meter, LVDT,
environmental sensor, camera, laser, optical fibers.

STRUCTURAL-X HARDWARE
Measure and monitor with ease
your structure
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Static
and Dynamic

Structural-X is a rugged solution for
static and dynamic measurement
based on an distributed masterslave architecture using standard
or real-time embedded controller
using wired and wireless sensors.
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Structural-X platform has two main configuration:
Structural-X Monitoring, specifically suited for long term
and in situ applications as monitoring of historical or
significant buildings, monitoring of foundation, bridges,
dams and tunnels. Structural-X Lab, the portable release
of Structural-X for laboratory tests and one shot structural
assessments.

Data
Analysis

Structural-X includes a software
application enabling configuration,
acquisition, processing and event
logging. Modal analysis is always
included, other software analysis
library are optional.
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Installation
& Cloud Service

IRS offer optional service like
sensor/hardware
installation,
remote device management using
UMTS modem or wired internet
connection as well as cloud service
for data access and management.

Structural Applications
Structural-X platform is succesfully monitoring a
variety of application from lab to bridge

CIVIL STRUCTURE APPLICATION
Structural-X is currently used to to monitor historical and significant buildings.
Solution are based on an expandable
and distributed master-slave hardware
architecture wired or wireless.

LABORATORY APPLICATION
Structural-X is well suited for laboratory
application. It is ordinary used in
conjuction with shaker, hammer,
vibrodyne mechanical vibrator. Typical
tests are load, strain/stress, fatigue.
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BRIDGE APPLICATION
Structural-X can monitor bridges,
foundations, dams and tunnels. Static
and dynamic measurement can easily
integrate with optical devices like optical
fiber, laser and video camera.
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